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Abstract. Any finitely generated commutative monoid has a presentation by a finite Noethefian 
confluent semi-Thue system over a free monoid. 
ltroduction 
In this note it will be shown that any finitely generated commutative monoid A 
as a finite complete presentation. This means that there exists a finite alphabet X
nd a finite Noethefian confluent semi-Thue system P c X*x  X* such that A is 
omorphic to X*/P. Apart from certain group constructions, for no other class of 
,onoids is such a positive result known. 
The interest in finite Noethefian confluent semi-Thue systems results from the 
tct that they give rise to a uniform method for solving the word problem. For a 
)ng time it was not known whether any finitely presentable monoid with decidable 
ord problem has such a presentation. Recently, Squier [9] proved that this need 
at be the case: There are (explicit) examples of finitely presentable monoids with 
ecidable word problem but without any finite complete presentation. The result 
ere will tell us that no such example can be commutative. 
We shall obtain our result in two steps. In the first step we use the classical fact 
tat any finitely generated commutative monoid A has a presentation by a complete 
• .ctor replacement system Q c N d x N d, where d is the number of generators of A. 
hen we construct a certain complete presentation p:X*--~N d. The alphabet X is 
)me large subset of N d and p is induced by the inclusion X ~ N a. The precise size 
r X depends on an integer n which is given by the Knuth-Bendix algorithm used 
t the first step. Finally, we shall link the presentations p:X*--~N d and q :Nd--~A 
)gether. We then obtain a finite complete presentation of A by X*. 
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Preliminaries 
Let M be a monoid. A subset P c M x M specifies a replacement system where 
the rewriting rule ~,  is defined by m ~pm'  iff m = x o y o z, m' = x o y'o z and (y, y') ~ P, 
where x, y, y', z ~ M and o is the monoid operation of M. The reflexive, transitive 
closure o f~,  is denoted by ~.  The relation ~,  generates an equivalence H ,  which 
is the least congruence of M containing P. For the quotient monoid by this 
congruence we write M/P.  It is determined by the fact that any homomorphism 
f :  M--> M'  with f (y )=f (y ' )  for all (y, y ' )~ P induces a unique homornorphism 
f :  M/P--> M'  defined by f (~) :=f (m)  for m ~ ~. 
A replacement system P c M x M is said to be Noetherian or confluent if ~p  
has this property. It is called complete if it is both: Noetherian and confluent. By 
Irr(P) we mean the set of irreducible words in M. It contains the elements of M 
to which no rewriting rule of P may be applied; equally, we may say that Irr(P) is 
the complement of the ideal generated by the left-hand sides of P. For Noetherian 
systems P the following basic property holds: the canonical mapping Irr(P)--> M/P  
is always surjective, and it is injective if and only if P is complete. (This mapping 
is the restriction of the projection M--~M/P  to the irreducible words.) Note that 
the assumption of P being Noetherian is necessary: the system 
P := {x -> A, x -> y, y --> yy} c {x, y}* x {x, y}* 
is neither Noetherian or confluent, but 
Irr(P) = {A}--> {x, y}* /P= {1} 
is bijective. 
A replacement system P c X* x X* (P c N d x N a respectively) is called a semi- 
Thue system (vector eplacement system respectively). 
1. Complete presentations 
Definition 1.1. A surjective homomorphism p:M- -~N is called a finite complete 
presentation of N by M if there is a finite complete replacement system P ~- M x M 
such that p (y) = p (y') for all (y, y') ~ P and the induced homomorphism/~ : M~ P --> N 
is an isomorphism. 
For commutative monoids we have the following fundamental result by Gilman 
[5] which was later also proved by Ballantyne and Lankford [2] and which is based 
on the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm. 
Proposition 1.2 ([5]). (1) Let A be a finitely generated commutative monoid and let d 
be greater than or equal to the number of generators of A. Then, any surjective 
homomorphism q :N d --~ A is a finite complete presentation. 
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(2) I f  we start with A = Nd / s, where S is a finite vector replacement system, then 
we effectively find a finite complete vector replacement system P with Nd / P -~ Nd / s. 
Proof. See [5, Section 4] or [2]. [] 
For our further discussion the following lemma will be helpful. It is a variant of 
the property stated in the Preliminaries. 
Lemma 1.3. A surjective homomorphism p : M--~ N is a finite complete presentation if
and only if  there exists a finite Noetherian system pr-  M x M with p(y) =p(y')  for 
all (y, y ' )~ P and where the restriction Pllr~(p): Irr(P)--> N to the irreducible words is 
injective. 
Proof. I fp : M--~ N is complete, the assertion trivially holds. For the other direction, 
consider the following sequence of canonical mappings 
Irr( P ) --> M -> M / P p , N. 
Since P is Noethedan, Irr(P)--> M/P  is surjective, hence, bijective by the assump- 
tion. It follows that the replacement system P is complete. Now, since Irr(P)-> N 
is injective and Irr(P)--> M/P  is bijective, it follows that/~ is injective, too. Hence, 
p is a finite complete presentation. [] 
2. A composition lemma for complete presentations 
This section deals with the following situation: We assume that we have two finite 
complete presentations p:X* -~ M and q:M--~ N. We want to know under which 
circumstances qp:X* -~N is complete. In general, we cannot assert this, see 
Example 2.1 below. However, for our purposes, a sufficient condition will be enough. 
This condition will be given in Lemma 2.2. 
Example 2.1. The Parikh-mapping p:{a, b, c}*->NxNxN is defined by p(w)= 
([wla, ]Wlb, [w[c) where [w[x denotes the number of occurrences of the letter x in w. 
Let q : N x N x N--) Z x Z be any surjective homomorphism, e.g., q(l, O, O) := (I, 0), 
q(0, 1, 0):= (O, 1), q(O, 0, 1):= (--1, --1). 
Since Parikh-mappings are always finite complete presentations and since q has 
this property by Proposition 1.2, we are exactly in the situation described above. 
However, qp : {a, b, c}*--> Z x Z cannot be a finite complete presentation since 
{a, b, c}* is generated by three elements. This is not enough by [4, Theorem 2]. 
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We now state our Composition Lemma: 
Lemma 2.2. Let p : X*-,>M and q : M-->>N be two finite complete presentations. Let 
p c X*  x X*  and Q c M x M be twofinite complete replacement systems which belong 
to p and q respectively. Assume that the following condition (C) is satisfied: 
(C): For all words w e Irr( P ) c X*  with p ( w ) ~ Irr( Q ) c M there is a letter x c X 
appearing in w and p(x)  ~ I rr(Q); i.e., w = uxv for some u, v ~ X*,  x ~ X, 
and p(x)  ~ Irr(Q). 
Then, qp : X*  --> N is a finite complete presentation. A finite complete semi- Thue system 
R for this presentation is given by the following rules: 
u --> v for all ( u, v ) ~ P, 
x -> Vx for all x e X with p ( x ) ~ Irr(Q), 
where the word vxeX*  is determined by qp(x)= qp(vx), p(v~)~ Irr(Q), and Vx~ 
Irr(P). 
Proof. Firstly, we note that vx is indeed uniquely determined for x ~ X with p(x)  
Irr(Q) and we have x # vx. Secondly, it is clear that R is Noetherian. This follows 
because any derivation w~Rw'  induces a derivation p(w)~op(w ). Further, the 
mapping qp : X*--> N factorizes through X* / IL  Hence, by Lemma 1.3, we only have 
to show that the restriction of qp to Irr(R) is injective. Assume that we have 
w, w' E Irr(R) with qp(w) = qp(w'). By Condition (C) and the rules of R we conclude 
that p(w), p(w') ~ Irr(Q). Hence we have p(w) =p(w').  But then, w = w' since P is 
complete and P c R. [] 
3. Complete presentations for commutative monoids 
We want to show that commutative monoids have finite complete presentations 
by free non-commutative monoids. In view of Lemma 2.2 we first construct a certain 
finite complete presentation p : X* -> N a. This morphism will be defined with respect 
to a positive integer n ~ N in a quite natural way. 
Theorem 3.1. Let n ~> 1 be a positive integer and X c N d be the set of  non-zero vectors 
smaller than or equal to (n , . . . ,  n), i.e., 
X:={( i l , . . . ,  id ) e N d j O <~ ik <<- n for all k = 1 , . . . ,  d and =l k: ik # O}. 
Then the following assertions hold: 
(1) The surjective homomorphism p :X*-.>N d, induced by the inclusion X ~ N d, is 
a finite complete presentation. (Explicitly, the morphism p is given by p(x lx2 . . ,  x=) = 
x~ + x2+. • "+ xmfor m>~O and xi~ X cNd.)  
(2) We effectively find a finite complete semi-Thue system P c X*  x X*  for p, and 
P is a subset o fXX x (XX  u X) .  
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Proof. As a subset of N ~, the alphabet X is partially ordered in the usual way: 
( i l , . . . , i d )<~( j~, . . . , jd )  iff ik <~ fo ra l l k= l , . . . ,d .  
Let us define two operations on X:  For x = ( i~, . . . ,  if) and y = ( j l , . . .  ,jd) we set 
x~y := (min(i~ +j~, n ) , . . . ,  min(id +jd, n)) ~ X, 
x~ y := (max(il + j l  - n, 0 ) , . . . ,  max(id -t-jd -- n, 0)) E X L) (A}, 
where (0 , . . . ,0 )=A.  
Note: For x= ( i l , . . . ,  if) and y=( j l , . . . , j d )  we have xO)y=yO)x>~y,  and x~ 
y > y if and only if there is a k e {1, . . . ,  d} such that ik ~ 0 and jk # n. 
We now define the semi-Thue system P~ X*x  X*: Let 
e := {xy --> (xC)y) (xO)y) lx ,  y ~ X and x0)y  > y}. 
Clearly, the system is Noetherian. (The fight-hand sides are smaller with respect o 
a partial lexical ordering <~ which is defined by w<~ w' iff w= w' or length(w)< 
length(w') or length(w)=length(w')  and w = wlxw2, w'= wlyw~ with wl, w2, w~ 
X*,  x, y ~ X and x < y for the partial ordering on X c Nd.) 
Since p(xy)  = p(xC)y)  +p(xO)y) ,  the mapping p : X*-> N d factorizes through 
X* /P .  We have to show that Irr(P)-> N d is injective. To do so, we introduce the 
notion of support: for x = ( i l , . . . ,  i f )~ X,  let us define 
supp(x) :={ke{1, . . . ,  d} l ike0} and 
suppmax(x) := {k e {1 , . . . ,  d}l ik = n}. 
Of course, we have suppmax(x) c supp(x). The key to our results is the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let w = x~. . .  Xm ~ Irr(P) be an irreducible word and x~ ~ X for i = 
1, . . . ,  m. Then, for  all 1 <~ s <~ m - 1, it holds that supp(xs) c suppmax(xs+l). 
Proof. Let 1 ~ s ~ m - 1. Set x := xs = ( i~, . . . ,  if) and y := x~+~ = (jl, • • • ,jd). Assume 
that supp(x) would not be included in suppmax(y). Then there would be a k e 
{1 , . . . ,  d} such that ik ~ 0 and jk ~ n. As noted above, we would have x~)y>y.  
Hence, xy-* (xE)y ) (x~)y)  would be a rule and xy~Irr (P) .  But then w~Irr (P) ,  
which establishes a contradiction. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (continued). With the help of Lemma 3.2 the injectivity on 
the set of irreducible words easily follows. Let k e {1 , . . . ,  d} and, for z e N d, let z[k] 
denote the value of the kth component of z. For w = x~. . .  Xm ~ Irr(P) there is, by 
Lemma 3.2, an se{0 , . . . ,m} such that x~[k]=0 for l~ i~s -1 ,  xs [k ]=: je  
{0, . . . ,  n - 1}, and x~[k] = n for s < i ~ m. Then 
m m 
p(w) [k ]= ~ p(x i ) [k ]= j+ ~, 
i=1  i~s+l  
p(x l ) [k ]= j+(m-s )n .  
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Hence, j and (m - s) are uniquely determined by p(w)[k]. Since supp(x~) # 0, the 
length m of w is determined, too. Hence, P[ir~(p):Irr(P)->N d is injective. [] 
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a fnitely generated commutative monoid. 
(1) There is a finite complete presentation 7r : X*--~ A of A by some finitely generated 
free non-commutative monoid X*. More precisely, let 7r': Y*--~A be any surjective 
homomorphism; then there is a finite subset X = Y* such that the induced morphism 
73" : X*  incl* 7r' > Y*  -~A 
is a finite complete presentation. 
(2) I f  we start with A = Nd / s where S is a finite vector replacement system, then we 
effectively find an alphabet X and a finite complete semi-Thue system P c X*  x X such 
that X* /  P ~- A. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.2, we may assume that A = Nd/Q for some finite complete 
vector replacement system Q=I~a xNd. The rules of Q have the form ~.~=1 niei--> 
~,d~=l miei, where {el,. •. ,  ea} is the canonical basis of N a. Choose an n I> 1 such that 
n I> max{nil i = 1 , . . . ,  d} for all rules in Q, and let 
X :={( i l , . . . ,  id)]0~ <ik<~ n foral l  k= 1 , . . . ,  d and 3k: ik#O}. 
By Theorem 3.1 the induced homomorphism p:X*-->N a is a finite complete 
presentation. Define 
7r:X* 2_>N a ~_~ Nd/Q=A.  
By Lemma 2.2 we have to check Condit ion (C) only for the semi-Thue system 
P~ X*x  X* constructed above. Let w = x l . . .  x,, e Irr(P) and p(w)~ Irr(Q). This 
means p(w)>~di= 1 hie ` for some rule (Ed=l niei-'> ~'.d=l miei)E Q. It is enough to see 
that p(x,,,) ¢~ irr(Q). 
Let k ~ {1, . . . ,  d}; we have to show that x,,,[k] >i nk. If nk = 0, there is nothing to 
do; else we find a minimal s ~ {1, . . . ,  m} such that k ~ supp(x,). By Lemma 3.2 we 
then have 
Xl[k]=x2[k] . . . .  =xs_ l [k ]=O,x , [k ]~n,  x j [k ]=nfors<j<~m.  
I f  s < m, we have xm[k] = n and n >- nk by the choice of n; else we have p(w)[k] = 
p(Xm)[k] >~ nk by the assumption that p(w) ~ Irr(Q). In either case the result follows. 
This proves Theorem 3.3. [] 
In the following examples we implicitly use the next well-known lemma. It helps 
us to avoid a long list of unnecessary generators. 
Lemma 3.4. Let P~ X*x  X*  be a finite complete semi-Thue system and X '= 
{x ~ X lx~ Irr(P)}. Then the canonical mapping p" X'*-> X* /  P is a finite complete 
presentation. 
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tooL We may assume that the right-hand sides of P are irreducible, hence, 
c X*  x X'*.  Define P'  := P c~ (X'* x X'*);  then P'  is complete and it holds that 
' * IP '~-X* /P .  [] 
tample 3.5. Let q : N x N x N -> Z x 7/be the surjective homomorphism defined by 
q(1, O, O) := (1, 0), q (O, l , 0) := (O, 1), q(O,O, 1 ) :=( -1 , -1 ) .  
complete vector replacement system for q is given by only one rule (1, 1, 1)-* 
~,0,0). 
The above construction leads us to a finite complete presentation of Z x Z by a 
ee monoid over a six-letter alphabet X = {a, b, c, x, y, z}, where 
a = (1,0,0), b=(O,  1,0), c= (0,0, 1), 
x=a+b=(1 ,1 ,  O), y=b+c=(O, l ,  1), z=a+c=(1 ,  O, 1). 
re obtain 
ab, ba -* x, bc, cb -* y, ac, ca -* z, 
xa  -* ax, xb  -* bx, xc, cx -* A, 
yb  -* by, yc -* cy, ya, ay -* A, 
zc -* cz, zb, bz -* A, za -* az, 
xy, yx  -* bz, yz, zy  -* cx, zx, xz  -* ay. 
The system is rather involved. On the other hand it has a lot of nice symmetries. 
" we destroy this symmetry by taking a preference for one letter, say x, we may 
ansform the large system into a smaller system over {a, b, c, x}: 
ab, ba -* x, cb -* bc, ca -* ac, 
xa  -* ax, xb  -* bx, xc -* A. 
his last system is minimal in the sense that any finite complete presentation of 
x Z needs at least four letters, see [4, Theorem 2]. 
xample 3.6. Let A:= N x NxN/ Ix  I, where I is the ideal generated by (1, 1, 1). 
he monoid A is not canceUative and the image of (1, 1, 1) in A is a zero. A complete 
ector replacement system is given by 
(2, 1, 1)-*(1, 1, 1), (1,2, 1)-* (1, 1, 1), (1, 1,2)-*(1, 1, 1). 
We obtain a complete presentation over seven letters X = {a, b, c, x, y, z, O} with 
le rules: 
ab, ba -* x, bc, cb -* y, 
xa - ,  ax, xb -* bx, 
yb  -* by, yc  -* cy, 
ac, ca -* z, 
za  -* az, zc -* cz, 
rs -* 0 for all other pairs (r, s) ~ X x X. 
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Again, a simple reflection yields that the restriction of this presentation to {a, b, c, x}* 
is already complete. We then have the rules 
ab, ba --> x, ca -> ac, cb -> bc, 
xa ~ ax, xb ~ bx, 
rxcs, cx~xc  foral lr,  s~{a,b ,c ,x}u{A}, ( r , s )#(A ,A) .  
The last complete presentation is minimal for the number of generators. In fact, no 
surjective homomorphism p :{a, b, c}*---~A can be a finite complete presentation. 
The verification of this statement is not very difficult. Firstly, observe that up to 
permutation we necessarily have p(a) = (1, 0, 0), p(b) = (0, 1, 0), p(c) = (0, 0, 1), 
where the bars denote images of N x N x N in A. Assume there would be a finite 
complete semi-Thue system P such that ff: {a, b, c}*/P -~A is an isomorphism. Since 
p-~(~ 1, O) = {ab, ba}, it holds ab ~ ba ~ P or ba ~ ab ~ P, say ba ~ ab ~ P. Since 
p-Xp({a, b}*)c {a, b}* and p restricted to a'b*  is injective, we conclude a*b*c  
Irr(P). Similarly, we find b*c*c Irr(P) or (c*b*c  Irr(P) and (a*c*c  Irr(P) or 
c*a*c  Irr(P))). Since P is finite, it holds for all big enough n 
ab"c ~ Irr(P) or ac"b ~ Irr(P) or ca"b ~ Irr(P). 
This is a contradiction: these words always have the same image in A, no matter 
the value of n. 
Conclusion 
We have shown that some phenomena for presentations of finitely presentable 
monoids M with decidable word problem already occur in the commutative case: 
a fixed presentation p :X* -> M is, in general, not complete, see Example 3.6 above 
or the results in [4, 6, 7]. If we enlarge the alphabet X, it may some times happen 
that we come to a finite complete presentation. We do not know the precise class 
of monoids where we can assert his. However, for commutative monoids such an 
alphabet exists by Theorem 3.3 (and we find it effectively). The complete presentation 
given above has, in general, length-increasing rules. It would be interesting to know 
whether we can avoid this. The only thing we can affimatively say is that, in general, 
there must be at least some length-preserving rules. This follows from a result of 
Avenhaus, Book, and Squier [1]: let A be an infinite submonoid of an Abelian 
group and A = X* /P ,  where P is a finite complete length-decreasing semi-Thue 
system; then we have A ~ Z or A = N. 
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